
Planning 25th & 26th  January 


Literacy


Back to some letter recognition, reading and writing letters, and then for 
the next session some story writing.


Look at the sheets for the letter Cc and Aa and go through the process 
of ‘C son Cappan’ as before or thinking of a sentence for each word.

We will write lower case letters - identify the lower case letter.

I will upload the proofs for the ABC books for Cc and Aa (and Dd - see 
below) for you to read and write with your child.


Show your child how to do C from the top down (they will likely say 
that’s easy) and then turn the C into an a which is a litter harder.  A line 

of letter C and a line of letter a. 

For a I usually say - Mygeayrt son C as heose, sheese as cur famman 
er (will put this on audio for you)

(Around for C and up, down and add a tail).


(If you want an extension to this task - add letter Dd - this also starts 
with a C shape but when they are writing the letter and go up - they go 
all the way up!) 


Draw images of things that start with letters Cc and Aa (and Dd if you 
wish)


Search in books for these letters:-

1) looking for the capital 

2) looking for the lower case 

Notice the capital at the front of a sentence.


Following on from this in another session - choosing a picture they 
drew in the above task. Can they write a story around this.


Notes from the last story time apply here too:




Story writing: When we are story writing the focus is on the flow of ideas 
rather than perfect formation of letters (we focus on both when we have 
an idea we want to write up smart to go on display)


Remembering that story writing usually looks like this in young children: 

Letter strings: allow your child to write a jumble of letters that mean 
something to them. Ask them what the writing says and praise it. Ask 
your child to draw a picture of the story to match the attempt at writing. 

Sentence without punctuation or finger spaces and with a plausible 
attempt at writing one or two words: this is the progression from the 
above letter string writers. Praise all attempts. 

Sentences with spaces and maybe correct or incorrect use of capital 
letter and/or a full stop or two. Story attempts can look like this: 

It is very tempting to help out and force the child to write perfectly but 
this process above allows the child to believe they are writing while 
progressing all the time and learning as they go. 

3. When this story is finished and the child had read it back to you. Write 
it out (in another session) correctly for them to copy the correct form and 
read it with them. Ask them which version of the story they prefer: the 
corrected one with help or their own attempt. All answers are correct! 

Any language will be find here, but ask your child to try to use Manx and 
help with words verbally if you can. It’s a very open task so it is hard for 
me to give Manx guidance but the skill is important. 
The next written work with be with structured sentences for them to use 
and will be in Manx. 

We story write like this at lease once a week. 


Mathematics


What 2 sets of numbers make 10. Use the fingers. This is a practical task 
and not a recorded one. Children often tap the fingers on the chin to 
count them. This is encouraged. 


10 and 0 makes 10 - all fingers up - no fingers down


9 and 1 makes 10 - nine fingers up - one finger down 




and so on…


As an extension - can they use the fingers to count in 10s but using 1 
finger for each 10. This is hard - but it’s also a rhythym and rote learning 
task. They may want to start by counting in 10s clapping as they go - 
which we did together in Teams. 


In another session 


Coins: two choices - coin recognition and/or coin addition to 10.


Saying 1p and 2p (I will make a recording of this for you)


yn phing, daa phing (say - un fing/dare fing) not nane ping, jees ping


Recognise the coins and make a coin line to 50p (1p 2p 5p 10p 20p 50p)


(add £1 and £2 if you wish - yn phunt, daa phunt - say un funt/dare funt)


Mess the coins up and ask them to reorder them. It’s okay if they go from 
left to right or up/down to order them.


Record a coin line. When writing and recording money, it’s good for them 
to do the number first and then use a circle for all coins around the edge. 
If they do the circle first, often they can’t fit the number inside (it is good 
to practice writing numbers 2 and 5 before doing this task because they 
are tricky and used a lot in money recording).


In another session


If you could draw 2 large circles for them to put coins inside that would 
be great. Investigate coins and decide if the coins are Manx or English. 
Manx usually have some kind of pretty picture about our community and 
sometimes Manx words. English ones tend to have historical images of 
castles and lions on them but not always. English ones: the Queen is 
crowned, but not on the Manx! Have fun. 


Art from Maths


Choose your favourite and draw the picture really big and colour it in 
using lots of different colours of your choice. 


5p 50p



Some simple addition with coins


1p and 1p is 2p (this one is easy but from here it is very abstract for some 
children because 2p and 1p is TWO coins that make 3p (or three things). 
Children don’t use money in the community often anymore so money is 
very hard for them to understand. Help them. I usually use 2p and 
demonstrate looking for the 2 on it and tapping the coin twice when 
counting. Use a mixture of 2p and 1p before introducing a 5p (if at all- 
and this one needs tapping 5 times following the pattern of a dice, so 
they know where they are up to, or start with 5 on a number line and 
count on from 5)


Example sums (using ‘as’ meaning ‘and’ - codes like + and = are not 
encouraged at this age). The answer can go in a box at the end. Use 
money while doing the task. 


1p as 1p	 	 2p as 1p	 	 2p as 2p	 	 2p as 1p as 1p


2p as 2p as 1p	 	 2p as 2p as 1p as 1p      5p as 1p …


PE


How are they getting on with changing their clothes for exercise.


Can we re-visit this and can they do it from having a coat and scarf and 
hat on (even gloves) since we are entering the time of cold walks to the 
other school for PE and they need to be able to do this independently 
every week. Be mindful of their shoes - laces on PE days are unhelpful!


For fun they could be a polar bear going for PE in a steam bath! So Polar 
bears need to walk there in the snow all wrapped up and change into 
shorts and T shirt. Give out points for folding clothes (or attempts to!) and 
being able to dress again by pulling things from inside out to right way 
out again (hand in - find the end and pull through).


The exercise - If you have a balloon you can play, ‘don’t let the balloon hit 
the ground,’ between you both! Give points out - we are entering the 
competitive games part of the year. If you don’t have a balloon but don’t 
want to throw things around your house - loosely screwed up paper to 
and from will do - trying to catch it best you can. If you have a garden 
and a ball - throwing it to and from is great (and if it’s cold the changing 
for PE could be into a track suit and suitable shoe for outdoor play rather 
than a PE kit). Enjoy whatever option you can manage.




Emotional learning


How do they feel about going back to school?


(Deal with any concerns that arise in the manner you feel is best fitting).


Is it okay to feel worried? 


What about if we can’t go back to school for longer?


When they return to school, who are they excited to see?


What will their favourite thing about going back to school be?


Take care and I hope you enjoy this planning sheet.


Bnr Blindell - Ruth


